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I want to inform you that the new version of ESET Mail Security for Domino Server 9.0
was released today May 30,  2022. Additional release for automatic updates is planned
within the safety period (~30 days) and will be announced appropriately with release
announcements.

Release details:

Release date: May 30, 2022
Product: ESET Mail Security for Domino Server - 9.0.14005.0
Type: Major release
Availability: Global

Changelog

IMPROVED
Database scan remaining time indicates real-time as it is for computer scan
A time limit option was added to scheduled On-demand scans to have the
possibility to stop the scan after a defined period of time automatically
Possibility to automatically load internet domains from the Global Domain
document
SPF: possibility to verify MAIL FROM domain first before HELO domain
When the database scan is running, the tray icon has the status "Database
scan is running"

ADDED
Issue switcher to the ekrn plugin to display statuses was added
Application status for paused AntiPhishing protection was added
An automated screenshot of the EMSL product was added

FIXED
"Mail server antispam protection disabled" was replaced by the new wording
"Mail server antispam protection paused" is now fully functional
The server scan task started successfully with the Domino database
containing a larger amount of mailboxes
AV alarm in ESET INSPECT console (agent log error) works now properly
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"Rules applied" count updated in real-time while running Database Scan
Database scan is now possible to be stopped by the user
GUI freezing issues fixed when user clicks on Database scan
GUI issue with checkbox 'Scan excluded databases' is now marked according
to the user preferences
Advanced setup is now fixed when the uPCU update type is changed
Status messages about cleaning settings are now shown properly
Quarantine - threat name in attachment envelope is now shown correctly

Updated supported OS

Microsoft Windows Server 2022
Microsoft Windows Server 2019
Microsoft Windows Server 2016
Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2
Microsoft Windows Server 2012
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 with KB4474419 and KB4490628 installed
(read the SHA-2 required compatibility)
Supported HCL Domino version 12
Supported HCL Domino version 11
Supported IBM Domino version 6.5.4 and newer


